2019 SLLS Summer School on Longitudinal and Life Course Research

FAQ – PRACTICAL INFORMATIONS

Where to sleep?

The Summer School does not include hotel accommodation. Several places propose student accommodations, some with kitchen.

The following ones proposes student rate to PhD students.

- Cité Universitaire, av. Miremont 46 - 1206 Geneva,
  Phone : +41 22 839 22 22, guest@unige.ch, http://cite-uni.unige.ch/en/
- Centre Universitaire protestant, rue du Petit-Salève 10 - 1205 Geneva,
  Phone +41 22 708 10 10, cup2@span.ch
- Résidence Universitaire Internationale,
  http://www.frui.ch/site/fr/hebergements-a-tarifs/location-estivale/

The association C.A.R. (https://car-ge.ch) provides many information for a “budget stay” in Geneva, including accommodation and restaurant recommendations.

I will need a VISA letter to travel to the Summer School. How can I arrange this?

Please let us know that you need a visa letter when you fill in the registration form. We will ensure that letters are issued quickly. Unfortunately, we cannot issue them without first receiving payment from you. Prompt payment of course and accommodation fees will ensure that you have as much time as possible to secure your visa. If you think you will need longer to organize a visa than the deadlines allow (e.g. the time available from being accepted on to the course and the time you need your visa for travel), please contact slls-summerschool@unige.ch as soon as you have registered and we will try and solve this problem by fast tracking your application.

Will my course fee/accommodation fee be refunded if I do not get a visa?

We appreciate that it is sometimes difficult having to pay before the visa is issued. If we are able to fill your place on the course, then we will be pleased to refund your course fees. However, if you cancel late and/or we are unable to fill your place, then we will be unable to refund your course fees.